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So you want to learn to Snowboard? Look no further! In Learn to Snowboard in 2 Days you will find

a simple step by step program that has been designed to give you the best possible start on your

Snowboarding journey Ã¢â‚¬â€œ guaranteed! You will get to know insider secrets to get you up

and riding in your very first session, how to avoid painful beginnerÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s mistakes, how to

choose the right gear for YOU, and much much more!This comprehensive no-nonsense guide has

all the information you need to know to get started in Snowboarding - all about the gear, how to ride

a lift, all the best techniques to get you up and riding in no time, and lots of other beginner's

tips!Here's what the book will tell you in detail: - The hands down fastest and easiest techniques for

getting up and riding in your very first session - How to choose the right board and bindings for YOU

- The best ways to avoid mistakes that can be painful, costly or even really dangerous- If you take

snowboarding lessons, know how to make the most out of them and save money- if you take just

one less hour of lessons, this book will have re-paid itself several times over.- How to dramatically

reduce your overall learning curve- A complete Gear Guide going through the different types of

boards, bindings, boots, and other accessories- How to care for your gear to make sure it lasts

longer and doesn't fail you in a bad situation- How to easily put your body in the correct position for

the type of snowboarding you do - How to snowboard safely with minimal risk to yourself and

others- How to get on and off a lift with ease- Tips and video to show you how to tackle beginning

snowboarding skills, like skating, gliding, and linking turns- Descriptions of common snowboarding

terrain features- Advice and videos describing how to perform advanced techniques and tricks, such

as jumps, grinds, and 360s- A guide to the best Snowboard Terrain Parks in the U.S.- A glossary of

common snowboarding terms to help you speak like a pro- And much, much more...In short, this

guide is tailor made to make sure you get the best possible start at Snowboarding - right now! If you

still havenÃ‚Â´t made up your mind, please take my word for it: as a Snowboarder you'll get to

enjoy the snow in a way that most people will never experience Ã¢â‚¬â€œ you will NOT regret

giving the sport a shot! One last piece of advice if youÃ‚Â´re the kind of person who canÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t

wait to go out there and just do it - of course not everyone who gives Snowboarding a shot with

some old, borrowed gear and no clue gets hurt in the process, but I can assure you that the people

who are well informed and properly instructed learn a LOT faster and walk away from their first

sessions with a lot less bruises and frustration.So what are you waiting for? Grab your copy right

now and start learning TODAY! YouÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ll save time, cash AND make sure to get a great start

Snowboarding - it canÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t get any better than this!
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After a couple attempts at skiing my friends are now trying to get me into snowboarding. So being a

total snowboarding newbie I found this little guide full of just what a beginner would want to know.

The hardest part for me to figure out is what board to get. There is a great chart on Beginner Boards

that lays it all out. Understanding this will save me time (and newbie embarrassment) when I go to

buy, or in my case probably rent a board. Although clothing works much like for skiing, he lays that

out in an easy to understand manner too.More good info listed is how to care for your board and

your clothes to keep them in top (and safe) condition. The section on doing your first ride was

helpful as well.As with any new endeavor there are a lot of terms to learn that can sometimes be a

bit overwhelming, so I especially enjoyed the chapter on Snowboarding Lingo. :) I never heard the

term goofy-foot (ok that one did give me a giggle).This is a wonderful little guide for beginning

snowboarders or those considering snowboarding.
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